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Hero: Cork captain
Stephen McDonnell
lifts the cup at Semple
Stadium in Thurles
yesterday SPORTSFILE

Cork’s redemption
on the sacred day

A

T half eleven Mass
in Thurles yesterday morning, the
priest welcomed
visitors from Cork
and Clare. He followed that
by congratulating the Tipperary teams on their qualifier victories the previous
evening.

And he finished by mentioning
Waterford’s defeat of Kilkenny on
Saturday night, an aside that
drew whoops from within the
Church of Saints Joseph and
Brigid.
The church is separated from
Semple Stadium by only the
width of a road, and on big days in
Thurles the 11.30am Mass is
packed with fans from visiting
counties. Red jerseys were the
most prominent vestment yesterday, a feast day in the Irish calendar that might not be recognised
as fact by the Vatican, but in its
observance is a sacred date.
Munster hurling final day survives even as other rituals and
traditions are worn out. There
were reports of traffic tailbacks
on the Cork Road into Thurles
from shortly after ten yesterday
m o r n i n g, s i x h o u r s b e f o r e
throw-in.
The crowd that eventually
packed into the stadium, 45,558,
was the biggest final attendance
for nine years. As throw-in drew
nearer, the sun shone and queues
snaked back from ice-cream vans.
It was the Munster final day of
memory and of legend.
By 5.30pm it was raining. A
match that never even flattered
the status of legendary was ticking to a close.
Cork, obviously the better team
from the opening pucks, had
smoothed out the anxieties
wrought by a Clare goal from
Conor McGrath with quarter of

an hour to play. The outcome was
a formality.
The game had failed to match
the legend, but the legend will live
on.
Why? Because in a system
awfully out of synch with the modern game, the Munster final still
makes sense. It concludes a
Championship that always offers
competitive teams. By that criterion alone, it is exceptional within
the provincial system.
Add that unpredictability to the
decades of legendary stories
salted away within the competition, and its relevance in the Irish
summer is obvious.
Thurles on Munster final day is a
place to be seen. Politicians want
to get into the Árd Comhairle
seats; those photos of a TD in a
short-sleeved summer shirt pass
for street chic around Leinster
House still.
There were, according to rumour,
more exotic visitors yesterday.
English rugby referee Wayne
Barnes was said to have been
spotted on the terrace at the
Town End of Semple Stadium.
Foreigners beguiled by hurling are
another favourite of the hurling
fraternity, up there with mentions
of the game in a Guardian
editorial.
This was not a match with the
power to beguile. The outcome
seemed clear from early on. When
McGrath scored his goal and a
Tony Kelly free followed to
squeeze the margin between the
teams to two points, Cork reacted
quickly and neatly, scoring four of
the next five points in the
contest.
When their control was challenged, they reclaimed it with
impressive authority.
This pleased the majority of the
crowd, as Cork supporters must
have dominated by a ratio of at
least two to one.
Hurling has a hold on the Rebel

SHANE
McGRATH
reports from
Semple Stadium

heart football will never come
near to challenging, and a team
on the march behind Kieran Kingston is now supported by a jubilant army running to tens of
thousands.
After Cork captain Stephen
McDonnell lifted the cup yesterday evening, an excited fan got
the microphone and screeched
out a version of ‘The Banks’ that
was notable more for its passion

Thurles on
Munster
final day
is a place
to be
seen
than its technical merits.
The strange
reticence in
the Clare display channelled the
struggle
among their
outnumbered
supporters to get
heard in Thurles.
They could not offer

near the number that travelled in
the name of Cork.
Everything about Clare’s summer has been understated so far,
from their semi-final win over
Limerick to the listlessness that
afflicted them too often in this
match. Their tactics were failing
from early in the game yet the
problem was never properly
addressed. McGrath and Shane
O’Donnell constitute a superior
level of attacking threat, but one
struggles to recall one good diagonal ball played in to them here.
Cork are a good, quick, strong
team but they were made to look
unbeatable.
Perhaps they are, although the
challenges of Galway and Tipperary are likely to test that contention before the summer is out.
They are, incontestably, a team
with searing speed, and it was in
the full-forward line that their
pace did most damage against
Clare.
Alan Cadogan was the prime
exponent, but further back
the pitch the teenage Mark
Coleman continued his
remarkable debut
season. There has not
been a better player
in the Championship
so far, and he is
the leading contender for
Hurler of the
Year with
eight weeks
of the season remaini n g. T h e y
have five
weeks to
pass now
before their
All-Ireland
semi-final,
and in that
time the talk
around Kingston’s young

team will grow.
If Galway are a team of enormous power spearheaded by forwards on form, Cork have a pacier,
more fluid look to them.
Tipperary have picked up the
scent of their Championship-winning form, and Waterford will
never forgive themselves if they
fail to build on their win against
Kilkenny from Saturday night.
Brian Cody’s team are 12 months
in decline, yet their departure
from the Championship is still
being celebrated as a liberation,
as the cheers at morning Mass in
Thurles testified. That speaks to
the tremendous achievement
their long reign under Brian Cody
has been.
But it also reveals the sense of
freedom now prevailing, too.
When Galway hammered Tipperary in the League final, and the
latter were then shocked by Cork
in the Championship, it was presumed that Galway were the side
best placed to fill the vacuum.
That feeling strengthened for
many after the Leinster final eight
days ago, but Cork’s progress has
to challenge easy assumptions.
Their three Championship
matches this summer have
impressed in different ways, and
that variety should bring huge
encouragement.
They scorched Tipperary with
their speed and willingness to
take on the Champions. Against
Waterford, they withstood a team
expected to try and physically
bully them. And here, they were
patient and mature, picking off
their scores and never letting
Clare have too much hope.
This was no epic, no oscillating
drama befitting the day or the
legends it has nurtured.
Do not fear, though; long lives
the legend. And long live Cork,
revived and believing in themselves with a fervour only they can
muster.
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SMOKES &
DAGGERS
Inside the corridors of power...

Advisers, now
you see them...

WE WERE perusing the list of Government special advisers located on the website of the Department of Public
Expenditure. (We must fill our days somehow while this do-nothing Dáil is on official hiatus, as opposed to the unofficial
hiatus when they return from summer
holidays. We digress.) In this document
there appears to be some significant confusion. Great blank spaces exist where the
retinues of Eoghan Murphy, Charlie
Flanagan and Frances Fitzgerald should
appear. Commenting on the blank spots
one mandarin sighed: ‘We know good
advisers should be invisible but this is
taking the art to extremes.’
SPEAKING of surfing the web, we
also spotted, on the children’s section
of the President of Ireland’s website, that
Michael D is seeking to indoctrinate the
next generation early. In a section
describing his life before the presidency,
the site describes his career thusly:
‘President Higgins was also a famous
poet, writer, academic and a human rights
activist.’ Famous? That’s not the word
we’d use to describe Michael Twee’s
stature as a poet.

Is this Leo’s way of
saying goodbye?
REMEMBER Dara

Murphy? He’s the Cork TD
who once used a Garda car
to ferry him to Dublin
Airport. Now the European
People’s Party is putting
him in charge of its European election campaign. We
were impressed by the naivety of the TD
who expressed surprise at Leo’s support of
the idea, noting: ‘It will make it very
difficult for Dara to retain the seat, given
he will be away so much.’ Which, we
would assume, is precisely the plan.

THE Medical Independent
recently reported that the Royal
College of Surgeons spent almost
€30,000 on wine and beer in the 18
months to June 2017. Those are the
guys who keep telling the rest of us to
cut back. The college explain that the
alcohol was served on occasions such
as conferrings, surgical meetings,
conferences and alumni and fellow
meetings. A Freedom of Information
request reveals that the college spent
€15,541 on booze in 2016. Remarkably
in the first six months of this year,
they’ve glugged another €13,433 of it.
Isn’t that always the way? Once you
start, you can’t stop…
SEPTEMBER brings the annual
race between Ógra Fianna Fáil and
Young Fine Gael for fresh blood. This
year the
young
Blueshirts
have an
arresting
image
depicting Leo
as Luke
Skywalker,
Helen
McEntee as
Princess Leia
and a swashbuckling
Eoghan
Murphy as Han Solo. Best of all, they
include the departed Enda as Obi-Wan
Kenny-obi.
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ROUND the time last
Monday that Micheál
Donoghue was taking
his father in his arms,
another two Galwaymen were meeting in
Dublin.
President Michael D Higgins
was presenting the playwright
Tom Murphy with the title of
Saoi, the highest honour in
Aosdána.
It was one of the less heralded
Galway victories of the week,
but there was a powerful connection between the two events.
Among Murphy’s best work,
emigration is a consistent
thread. In plays like Conversations On A Homecoming and A
Whistle In The Dark, characters
struggle to anchor themselves.
There is no place called ‘home’.
Interviewed some years ago
by Colm Tóibín, Murphy recalled
the power emigration exercised
over the west of Ireland.
‘I’ve said it elsewhere that my
times of greatest expectation
and despair were on the railway
platform in Tuam,’ said Murphy.
‘I come from a very big family,
and eventually there was just
my mother and myself left –
everyone else had emigrated.
‘It was just the beginning of
the Second World War. I remember my eldest brother leaving –
we didn’t see him for 20 years
and so he became a mythic figure in my imagination. But
nearly everybody’s family in the
west of Ireland was decimated
by emigration.’
When Micheál Donoghue
stooped in Ballinalsoe last Monday afternoon to hug his father
Miko, it was the physical manifestation of a homecoming
experienced by tens of thousands of Galway people – even
those who celebrated their
county’s All-Ireland hurling final
win in places far away from
their native place.

A

ND it made flesh and
bone the power of the
GAA, a phenomenon
so familiar that we
take it for granted. It
connects us in a very
direct way to home,
the idea of it for those in exile,
and the living truth of it for the
estimated 45,000 who welcomed
the cup back into Galway city on
Monday evening.
The pull of home can weaken
but it never disappears, and on
All-Ireland final day fans from
the competing counties find the
connection strengthened anew.
It is why what happens in
Croke Park is not the whole
story, a detail crucially captured
in the moving photograph of the
Donoghues taken by Morgan
Treacy.
They earn the glory but no
team owns an All-Ireland win.
Its effects spread far beyond the
70-minute final, to the coasts of

Love, pride,
relief and joy
– why this
homecoming
embrace
captures
the essence
of Ireland
By

SHANE
McGRATH
CHIEF SPORTSWRITER

America, the depths of Australia
and a thousand points besides.
People set alarms to slip
wearily from their beds on the
other side of the world to watch
the final last Sunday. They
swapped shifts with colleagues
who have never heard of hurling
to peer through the blizzard of
an unreliable internet feed and
pick out their heroes.
Many do it because they love
the sport, but they all do it
because they love home.
That is the preciousness of an

All-Ireland final: it is ours. Miko
Donoghue has a coach-hire business, and it was his buses that
brought the luminous Galway
heroes of the 1980s back and
over across the Shannon to and
from their brilliant raiding
parties on Croke Park.
The fabled Galway team of
1980, which bridged a 57-year
gap back to the county’s first
All-Ireland win in 1923, were
brought home by Miko Donoghue on that ageless day.
Time’s inevitable complica-

tions meant he was not in Croke
Park on Sunday to see his son’s
achievement.
The father will have had fine
times at the home of the GAA
before, like in 1992 when Micheál
and his twin brother, Liam, won
All-Ireland minor medals
together.
A year later came an Under 21
championship.
But last Sunday was more
powerful than those occasions,
and the immense importance of
the big GAA days was made
clear in the face of the father as
he greeted his son.
The older man must have listened to The West’s Awake
countless times on winning
buses inching through the midlands from victories in Dublin,
marking the rich symbolism of
the crossing of the Shannon, and
back into the hurling heartlands
of east Galway.
His coaches were anticipated
like Christmas.

A dress, candles, dinner and a wink,
Rachel
Johnson

EVERYONE’S frantic, it’s the
beginning of term, we’re all
stretched too thin, so who better
to turn to for domestic help than
gorgeous Aussie supermodel
Miranda Kerr? I know you’re
going to enjoy her hot-button
advice, given in an interview, on
harmony at home, especially
when it comes to hubby.
(Explainer: Miranda Kerr was
married to actor Orlando Bloom

and is now newly wed to Evan
Spiegel, the billionaire co-founder
of Snapchat, so she really has this
whole couples thing down.)
‘My grandma taught me that
men are visual and you need to
make a little effort,’ she says,
with a wink. ‘So when [Evan]
comes home, I make sure to have
a nice dress on and the candles lit.
We make time to have a nice
dinner together.’

Candles. Dress. Lingering
dinner a deux. The hint of lingerie
and the ghastly wink. Yes, I too
thought I’d entered a tear in the
space-time continuum and was
back in the 1950s, when the ‘Tips
To Look After Your Husband’
section of a home economics book
offered earnest entreaties to
wives to ‘freshen make-up’, ‘be a
little gay’ and ‘have a cool drink
ready’ when He comes home.
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HIS CUP
RUNNETH
OVER: An
emotional Miko
Donoghue is
embraced by
his son, Micheál

INCORPORATING IRELAND ON SUNDAY

Good ideas
amid housing
PR exercise

THE response to the housing and homelessness crisis, and any action to mitigate
it, is what will define Leo Varadkar’s tenure as Taoiseach. Adult homelessness is
bad enough, but it is indefensible to see
almost 2,500 children without permanent
homes in the Ireland of 2017.
We do not underestimate the size of the
challenge facing Housing Minister Eoghan
Murphy. His summit with the chief executives of the country’s 31 local authorities
on Friday smacked of a PR exercise, and
no one surely believes it went ahead without a lot of the groundwork already done,
in order to produce a statement that
smelled of something fresh and new.
Nor do we believe the crisis could suddenly be fixed in a meeting lasting a few
hours – but that does not mean its conclusions should be greeted with cynicism.
Some decent ideas emerged, the most
welcome of which was a return to local
authorities actually building houses
instead of buying them. That is how we
cleared the slums in the 1930s and created
new suburbs in the 1960s and 1970s; it is a
model that worked.
So, yes, despite warnings from the Central Bank of the economy overheating in a
new construction boom, we still can fire
the engine of building – but we should
control the levers directly, rather than
handing them to private developers. Not
that they will be locked out, as public-private partnerships will be part of the mix,
as will a special investment bank for
developers backed by the Exchequer, and
even lending to builders by credit unions.
Last Monday, he was among
the waiting throng, at the front
of a crowd of 15,000 gathered at
the Fairgreen in Ballinasloe.
As the son stepped off the bus,
he made straight for his parents,
with Miko’s wife Margaret
deeply moved when she caught
sight of her son, too.
It was the reunion shared by
the Donoghue men, though, that
had such a stirring effect when
captured on camera.
Strong hurling folk are not
commonly associated with such
tender moments, but this was an
uncommonly moving All-Ireland
story.
The death less than a month
before the final of Tony Keady, a
figure of legend in Galway
hurling and centre-half back on
the winning teams of 1987 and
1988, was the most recent sorrow to attend the county, but last
year Joe McDonagh died unexpectedly.
It was McDonagh who took the

microphone to sing a haunting
version of The West’s Awake
after the win in 1980. He would
later become one of the most
important GAA presidents in the
history of the organisation.
Niall Donoghue, a young man
in his early 20s who took his own
life in 2013, had played in a final
the previous September with
some of the men who finally
triumphed last Sunday.

T

HIS is a group of players
acquainted with the crueller edges of life. Their
captain, David Burke,
spoke well of the
departed in his acceptance speech from the
Hogan Stand last Sunday, and it
only deepened the emotion that
already hung heavily over this
story.
Galway had waited 29 years to
win the Liam MacCarthy Cup
after their last victory in 1988
and joy has been unbound in the

county since.
The celebrations will wend
their way deep into the autumn
and the winter, but there will be
no better encapsulation of what
the victory means than the
photograph of Miko and Micheál
Donoghue together.
In that poignant embrace is
love, pride, relief and joy.
There is a look of almost fierce
love on the face of the father as
he holds the trophy, as if in this
large cup is manifested a lifetime’s passion.
Such is the wonder of a sporting occasion which can move
people to that extent.
The world can see what this
has meant to Miko Donoghue
and, palpable too, is what it
means to his son.
They are on home ground,
together, after the county they
love has succeeded in the sport
that obsesses them.
Every person who has succumbed to the power of the

image has called someplace
home. They have been nurtured
in it, been hemmed in by it, and
always oriented themselves by
it, as if it were the North Star.
But it has always been their
home.
This week, Galway people the
world over must be desperate to
shout out where they are from,
and they will have ached to be in
Ballinasloe or Salthill or the
towns and villages the cup will
visit over the coming weeks.
That power to stoke pride in a
place we could have left decades
before, is one of the miracles of
the GAA.
It is why emigrants from Galway and Waterford filled planes
all last week returning for the
final, and boarded them in contrasting emotional states this
week as they left again.
It is a power captured and
explained in a simple, beautiful
image of a father greeting his
son, welcoming him home.

Ms Kerr? Please don’t give my husband ideas!
But I’m afraid there’s more
in this vein from the new Mrs
Spiegel. ‘At home, I slip into
my feminine,’ she explains,
‘and empower Evan to be in his
masculine.’ At this, even our
interviewer from The Edit
fashion magazine had to
interrupt. ‘Slip into your
feminine?’ he repeated, as if
he’d failed to recognise a wellknown brand of negligee.

But I think we all
know what she means
– that when it comes
to marriage, nothing
has changed for 70
years. It’s all very
well for a superrich supermodel to
spout such utter
cobblers, but it
lets the side
down.

The problem is, the Santa
Monica-based supermodel
and mother of two’s
updated Stepford Wife
schtick is really
successful with men.
It makes his
nibs feel ‘in his
masculine’. It
works. And
what’s not to
like if you’re

a man? But this is 2017, Mrs
Evan Spiegel! Not 1957.
After work and the kids are
in bed, all we want to do is flop
in front of the telly in our
joggers with a takeaway. I
suppose she has staff to do the
heavy lifting, which makes
her advice more annoying. I’m
hiding the interview in case
my other half gets ideas. I
suggest you do, too.

The risk is that the measures are nowhere
near enough. As we revealed recently,
there have been 29 housing reports and
proposals since rough sleeper Jonathan
Corrie died in December 2014.
Mr Murphy is the third minister to hold
the housing portfolio in that time, and
none of these strategies have come to adequate fruition, while the number of those
who are homeless has increased.
Social Justice Ireland’s Seán Healy says
quite starkly that the plan does not go far
enough and the scale of the problem is
underestimated.
We do not doubt Eoghan Murphy’s sincerity or, indeed, his ability. He orchestrated Mr Varadkar’s smart leadership
campaign – and now the Taoiseach’s fate
is in his hands again. For the sake of all
those living on the streets, let us all hope
this new plan works.

Sinn Féin’s old habits

THE allegations of bullying in Sinn Féin
show it is a party shackled to the past. Bullying is clearly rampant in the political
wing of a former paramilitary organisation that has moved seamlessly from
being a party with socialist principles, one
where people are in charge, to resembling
the worst of old, doctrinaire communism,
where the party comes above all else. The
young guns who joined Sinn Féin in
response to the perceived conservatism
of traditional parties now watch as the old
guard firmly reminds them that the communist party principles of hard discipline
haven’t gone away, you know. That is what
happens when what once was an army
becomes a party. The commitment to
democracy never quite escapes the leadership’s adherence to the ways of old.
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SIXNATIONS

By Shane
McGrath

A

CHIEVEMENTS such as
this are commonly
reported as dramas.
Grand Slams are meant to
be won through bitten
nails and tension that
tightens chests and quickens
breaths.
That’s how it was nine years ago.
It’s how we suppose sporting greatness of this nature, an uncommon
visitor to Irish sensibilities, arrives
into people’s lives.
Ireland visits to Twickenham are
only supposed to be foregone conclusions when the home team cuts
loose and tramples all over the hapless visiting quarry. Presumptions
are simply one more thing that the
Ireland rugby team send tumbling
like nine pins.
There were no last gasps here.
There was enough left in the lungs
of the few thousand Irish in the
ground to boo Eddie Jones when he
was interviewed at the end of the
game.
The jeers were not an expression
of English disgruntlement; all their
supporters had left by then. The
only people still filling the seats as
snow continued to drift out of a
limestone sky were Irish fans waiting for the presentation ceremony.
And they took time to boo Jones
after his silly comments during the
week. They should have spared
their energy, and happily their energies quickly returned to celebrating
a victory for all time.
This group is remarkable, their
coach no less so.
They succeed on the pitch in the
conventional sense of scoring points
and seeing off the opposition, but
the point is that for an Irish side,
this is unconventional. In the history of visiting here, for instance,
the home of English rugby, defeat
and occasional humiliation were
endured.
Joe Schmidt has changed that.
And he has done so by shaping not
only the most talented Irish side
ever, but also the most ruthless, the
most efficient, the most impressive
in moments of tension.
One consequence was that by half
time, Ireland had won the Grand
Slam. They had scored 21 points,
and they had conceded a mere five.
They would go on to score a modest three in the second half, and
England ran in two further tries,
but never once did Ireland look panicked.
Players went off with injuries, but
they were replaced and the process
continued undisturbed.
Some, who suffer from terminal
mean-mindedness, have alleged
there is a joylessness in how Ireland
play.
These critics have presumably
forgotten the years when Ireland
were humiliated in Paris and London, and often in Dublin, when they
conceded totals that could have
fallen off a cricket scoreboard.
Tell the Irish supporters who disappeared into the London snow last
night, untroubled by the wicked
cold or the unrelenting showers,
that this wasn’t joyful.
Rob Kearney, the most decorated
player in Irish history, with Grand
Slams – plural – European Cups,
league titles and a clutch of championships, would argue against that
thesis, too.
So would James Ryan, yet to lose a
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There was little
drama or tension...
England were
just blown away
And there was enough left in the lungs to
boo Eddie Jones at the end of the game
GLORY: Twotime Grand
Slam winner
Rob Kearney
(main) is now
the most
decorated
player in Irish
history as
(inset) he
savours the
win with Joey
Carbery and
Johnny Sexton

game for his country, or Jacob
Stockdale, another who doesn’t
know what it is to be disappointed in
the green of Ireland.
‘It was a tight old game,’ claimed
Jones, afterwards, not the most
ridiculous comment associated with
him this week but not in any way
convincing, either.
The outcome here was uncertain
for maybe six minutes, for as long
as it took for Johnny Sexton to send
a kick arrowing up into the English
sleet, for Kearney to climb and contest it (and perhaps knock it on,
unnoticed), and for the marvellous
Garry Ringrose to have the awareness to steal in and touch it down.
From then on, England were
doomed.

Try telling
fans there is a
joylessness to
how Ireland
play now

Ireland’s remorseless excellence
clamped around them. ‘It’s more
relief than anything else,’ said
Schmidt afterwards.
‘It always is in these kinds of
moments. You’re willing it to happen so much, you’re wanting the
guys to go out and deliver what
they’re capable of. And it’s a mixture of pride as well.’
Earlier in the week Schmidt had
mentioned the role of luck. He
quoted Alex Ferguson on the subject again last night. But in crediting fate with a role, he was being too
generous.
‘I remember him speaking at Harvard and he said you need to get
this, this and this in order – and then
you need a bit of luck,’ said
Schmidt.
‘In really big games, when you
know you’re up against a team that
are at least as good as you are, those
moments make a difference.’
He was mentioning specifically
Stockdale’s try, when the ball
bounced off his knee and he avoided
touching it and so knocking it on
before pouncing on it for the score
that turned Ireland from competent
into rampant.
That wasn’t about luck; it was a
score attributable to Ireland’s cuteness. The clock was in the red by

then. The opening 40 minutes were
up, and what sides commonly do in
those circumstances is kick the ball
out of play.
Not this Ireland.
‘Sometimes either side of half time
teams can switch off a little bit and
you can capitalise on that,’ said skipper Rory Best.
‘It’s all about how we feel in the
game. While you’re going forward,
while you have momentum, we
knew we had to attack England. If
you sit back and expect them to
hand you something, it just ain’t
going to happen.
‘That was following through on
our mentality and what we committed to all week.’
Ireland’s determination made the
second half a matter of staying sensible and protecting their line.
Those two English tries will have
irked the perfectionist in Schmidt,
and will have registered with Andy
Farrell, the defence coach, too. No
matter.
Their thoughts will quickly turn to
the summer tour to Australia, and
beyond that to November and the
visit of New Zealand.
But Schmidt should enjoy this, the
team that he built, the team that
defied history and convention to
become immortal.

By James Murray
IRELAND sealed just their thirdever Grand Slam with a 24-15 win
over England at Twickenham.
Here we look at five men who
were key to this triumph.

Jacob Stockdale

Ulster youngster Stockdale now
boasts 11 tries in nine Tests, and
bagged a Six Nations-era record of
seven scores in a single
championship. By any measure,
that return remains remarkable.
The Lisburn native has
established himself as a fixture in
Joe Schmidt’s first-choice XV
almost as soon as he has broken
into it. His ability to mix power
running with unerring finishing
has proved invaluable to Ireland’s
title march, as has his uncanny
aptitude for the interception.

Conor Murray

Munster and British and Irish
Lions star Murray has only the All
Blacks’ Aaron Smith as any
credible challenge to the title of
the world’s greatest scrum-half.

